The Business

Modifying restrictive covenants
changes to Supreme Court practice
The Supreme Court has recently changed its expectations of
applicants seeking to modify restri ctive covenants via section 84
of the Property Law Act 1958.
The starting point for covenant modification applications remains
the ··Guide to Practitioners- Applications for the Modification or
Discharge of Restrict ive Covenants" available from the Supreme
Court website. but in recent times. some judges at least, are
requesting an affidavit from an authorised officer of the applicant
setting out what that entity's intent ions are for the development
of the land.
The Court has long given applicants credit for providing development plans with an application 1, but these plans have sometimes
been included in a planning report with no direct evidentiary
nexus with an applicant's intentions. Where a nexus has been
claimed, it has often been in an affidavit from the applicant's
solicitors based on the applicant's instructions.
This change is driven in part, by the Court's desire to better
manage the tension between an applica nt's stated development
intentions and what subsequently occurs in the planning
approval process. That is, an applicant might provide to the
Court an indicative development plan showing six, small, singlestorey dwellings: but once a single dwelling covenant is varied
to the allow the construction of six dwellings, simpliciter, the
Court is aware that an application for plann ing permission may
be for a block of apartments incorporating six dwellings - with
potentially different impacts on beneficiaries. This uncertainty
over the ultimate expression of the developm ent also explains
why the Court is now, rarely prepared to allow the outright
removal of covenants.
If the intention of the landowner is to simply remove the covenant
prior to sa le, for instance in the context of a deceased estate,
this fact should be disclosed by the applicant and an indicative
plan provided showing a development that might reasonably be
expected to be built on the land after sale. Failure to do so invites
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a cautious approach from the Court. if not an outright refusal of
the application 2
For a period, the Court dealt with th is uncertainty by adding a
proviso to the covenant in a successful modification application
by adding words such as "but it shall not be a breach of this
covenant to construct a development generally in accordance
with t he plans by ABC Architects, dated May 2018, pages 1 to
16." However. the consequence of this meant lodging plans with
the Titles Office, potentially at A4 size , with attendant problems
for record keeping over time.
A better means of manag ing this tension is allowing a variation
to a covenant that describes a bu ilding envelope, such as "or six
dwelling houses covering no more than 60% of t he land, and being
set back no less than five metres from the eastern boundary and
set back no less than nine metres from the western boundary,
and no higher than nine metres . ... etc. However, this approach
tends to on ly occur when there is a process of negotiation
with beneficiaries. An applicant in uncontested proceedings
would otherwise want as few restriction s as possib le and, in
the absence of a contradictor, the judg es of the Cou rt are not
well- placed to make subtle changes to what m ight otherwise be
perm itted under the relevant plann ing scheme.
It might be thoug ht that these problems could be solved by the
grant of a planning permit that states that development under
a plann ing permit that could not take effect unti l a subseq uent
application to remove the covena nt had been successfu l,
however, the Tribunal's decision in Design 2u v Glen Eira SC [2010]
VCAT 1865 is "that unless there is a prior or simultaneous grant
of a permit or decision to grant a permit to allow the removal
of variation of the covenant, a perm it cannot be gra nted by
either the respo nsible authority or the Tribunal if the grant of a
permit would authorise anything wh ich would result in a breach
of the covenant." As the Tribunal held in t hat case, the owner's
only practical option was to first remove the covenant by way
of application to the Supreme Court under section 84 of the
Property Law Act 1958.
To the suggestion that this situatio n could be resolved throu gh
a simple ame ndment to the Planning and Environment Act 1987
to indeed allow an applica nt to seek a planning perm it that is
co nditional upon th e subsequent modification of a restrictive
covenant, informal indicati ons from the Court are that thi s
could place th e judges hearing an app lication to modify a
covenant in a difficult position . That is. being faced with a
development proposal that has been throu gh th e plann ing
system, potentially at considerable public and private expense .
but without being assessed aga inst the releva nt test und er
s84 of the Property Law Act 1958. And as Justice Cavanaugh
exp lained in Prowse v Johnstone [201 2] VSC 4 the tests under
the two Acts are qu ite different:

The plaintiff relies in particular on clause 55 of the Stonnington
Planning Scheme, commonly known as ResCode. However.
those provisions represent a legislative compromise between the
interests of developers and the interests of surrounding residents.
They leave considerable discretion to the planning authorities. They
cannot be regarded as a substitute for the proprietary rights of the
defendants pursuant to the restrictive covenant.
The take-away point is that the tension between the criteria to be
applied by the Supreme Court in the modification of restrictive
covenants under s84 of the Property Law Act 1958 and the
Responsible Authority in the grant of a planning permit pursuant
to the Planning and Environment Act 1987 is not going to be
resolved any time soon. So, in the absence of confidence about

the injury that might be occasioned from any given development
proposal, the Court expects applicants to give clear and direct
evidence about what might reasonably be expected to occur on
the land and the applicant's development intentions. 0

Matthew Townsend is a member of the Victorian Bar and
maintains https://restrictive-covenants-victoria. com/
a website providing cases, precedents and materials on
restrictive covenants.
1 Stanhill Pty Ltd v Jackson [2005] VSC 169

2 Re Katherine Scerri & Ors (as Legal Personal Representatives of Giovanna
Scicluna, Deceased) [2017] VSC 368
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VCAT's President, Justice Greg Garde AO RFD, handed over the
reins to Justice Michelle Quigley on 1 June 2018.
During his six years as VCAT's President, Justice Garde has
championed significant reforms at the tribunal, improving
services and increasing access to justice for people with everyday
civil disputes. He has helped set the vision for the tribunal
through two strategic plans- Building a BetterVCAT 2014-2017
and VCAT for the Future 2018-2022 and through these strategic
plans has established VCAT as a contemporary and customercentric organisation.

A more accessible tribunal

Under his leadership, VCAT has been able to create new and more
accessible hearing facilities at Moe, Preston and Springvale.
After a major refurbishment of its headquarters at 55 King
Street in 2015, he expanded VCAT's CBD presence by relocating
the Human Rights Division to the William Cooper Justice Centre
in William Street.
During his time as President, he has built a strong and collaborative
relationship with the range of Government agencies that rely on
VCAT, formalising funding arrangements and advocating for fee
reform to ensuring a sustainable level of funding. Justice Garde
was successful in advocating for the expansion of the major
cases list in the Planning and Environment List of VCAT, enabling
any party to choose this path to deliver a quicker outcome.

Justice Garde has been a tireless
advocate for simplifying VCAT's
systems and processes and making
the tribunal easier to access. He has
been a champion ofVCAT's Customer
Service Improvement Program that
introduced a single phone number,
increased the level of assistance
and support, and instituted a regular
customer satisfaction survey so that
the tribunal can measure how well it
is serving the community.

He also oversaw the development of an award-winning userfriendly website, supported a more responsive and open
relationship with the media, gave VCAT its first social media
platform through Linkedln and championed women in leadership
positions across the tribunal.

He established VCAT's Diversity Committee to ensure VCAT is
considering the diverse needs of the community This committee
is currently implementing VCAT's Koori Inclusion Action Plan
and Accessibility Action Plan.

We are enormously grateful for Justice Garde 's contribution and
we welcome our first female President Justice Quigley, in a year
when VCAT celebrates 20 years since opening its doors to the
Victorian community. 0

He has expanded the use of Alternative Dispute Resolution [ADR]
at the tribunal, often referring to ADR as PDR or "preferred
dispute resolution" and has tirelessly advocated for a legislative
reform to ensure the tribunal can operate as efficiently as
possible.
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